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your neck of the woods? Please Click here to take our Winter Weather Survey, we would
appreciate it. JavaScript is disabled. For a better experience, please enable JavaScript in your
browser before proceeding. We are having a problem with the bobcat s that we have. ACS error.
We noticed it was a bit damp under the cab so we took the cab back and left it inside all
weekend with a fan on it in a heated shop. Worked fine today for about an hour then beep beep
acs error. Codes come up and I have seen Bobcat dealer will be the next person we call but
would just like to know if anyone has had this and can tell me what to expect. Approx hours on
the machine. BTW later I will have the pictures posted. Both bobcat dealers I have talked to say
replace the actuator. Thats great but how do I stop this. It has to be something I know im easier
on my machine then they are. I took apart the old actuator and found that after testing the motor
is dead. The company that makes the motor wont just sell I hate unpredictable problems.
Location Alabama. It is having the same problem as you described. We are just trying to figure it
out now and I figured I would try to search the net for it. Have you found any solution? A Man
Senior Member. Location kitchener. Same here, first one at about hrs and second one at hrs. I
have the 2 old actuators still so if you find a way to fix them let me know. Location Cleveland
OH. Not sure if this will help but I have a gehl CTL 80 and sometimes the safety lockout sticks
when this happens I got nothing at all. Took me about 3 months of having it lock out on me at
random Sometimes blocking the drive or shop door or swinging a motor 10 feet in the air. Well I
now keep a 3lb sledge in the cab and whenever it's not working I Whack the Shyt outa the area
it's in and away we go. I'm not saying this is the perfect Fix for every actuator but it's worked on
mine for 3 yrs now. It started doing it at around hrs since whacking it and keeping it functioning
it rarely does it at all now. Of course PPL may ask "what's all these little hammer marks from?
Glad the hammer works for you. I was just working on trying to figure ours out. The code it is
posting is bad ground to the tilt actuator. I just looked over all the wires in the harness going
from the joystick to the actuator for loose wires or wires with rubbed open spots, but couldn't
find anything. If someone else has encountered this error, please reply. Is it chassis grounded?
Maybe a bad chassis ground! Maybe just tighten the mounting bolts or clean where they
contact? Just throwing it out there not really familiar with that machine! I didn't see any
separate ground wire or loose connections. I talked to the dealer and asked if there were any
wires to check and right off he said that the actuator was bad. Location Rangeley, Maine. The
actuator is the problem causing the code if there aren't any chaffed wires Switched wires going
to actuator Thanks for the reply. I did not see any oil around either actuator and these actuator
were mounted directly on the valve. Would I see it on the outside of the actuator if this was the
problem or would you have to take the actuator off to check for this? The code switched from
tilt actuator short to ground to lift actuator short to ground , so I guess supports the idea that
the actuator is bad. Anyone have other solutions to this problem lately? I beleive its just a poor
part as I have two ss and always keep a actuator in stock as hours seems to be average for me.
Location Minnesnowta- twin cities. I'm having this problem right now too. Called the dealer after
reading this thread. After talking for a while to the service guy, looking for answers, they told
me this trick that you are describing by switching the plugs. Switched the plugs, code switched
to the opposite side. Time to order the actuator and see what happens. Old thread but we ended
up switching the wires and problem moved to the other side. After replacing the actuator, we
found we where then having a similar lock up problme, and so we sent it to the dealer, found out
that the new actuator was now not compatible with the one we replaced last year so we actually
had to buy 2 actuators. If I remember correctly its was basically at hours then hours. Gotta be a
design problem. Added an A this year to the fleet You must log in or register to reply here. You
can click here to learn more about how cookies are used on this site. By continuing to browse
this website, you agree to our use of cookies in accordance with our privacy policy. T
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maintenance can extend the life of your compact loader, compact excavator, compact tractor
and Toolcat. Protect your investment by learning how to perform regular maintenance yourself.
Check out our Service Videos below to learn how you can keep your machine running longer
without a lot of downtime. For additional maintenance information, refer to your operation and
maintenance manual. Accept and Close. Loaders Loaders. Compact Track Loaders. Skid-Steer
Loaders. Small Articulated Loaders. Mini Track Loaders. Bobcat T Compact Track Loader.
Bobcat T64 Compact Track Loader. Bobcat T66 Compact Track Loader. Bobcat T76 Compact
Track Loader. Bobcat S70 Skid-Steer Loader. Bobcat S Skid-Steer Loader. Bobcat S64
Skid-Steer Loader. Bobcat S66 Skid-Steer Loader. Bobcat S76 Skid-Steer Loader. The
radius-lift-path T offers leading performance in this size class. Standard Optional Not
Applicable. Count on powerful performance and Bobcat dependability for big jobs with the T
The T offers dependable Bobcat performance and reliability for your toughest work. Bobcat T62
Compact Track Loader. The vertical lift path T tackles your lifting and digging tasks. The
versatile T easily loads trucks, grinders and hoppers. The radius-lift-path S delivers great
performance for its size. The radius-lift-path S delivers powerful performance, operator comfort
and Bobcat versatility. The S delivers all the power, reliability and comfort your challenging
work demands. Bobcat S62 Skid-Steer Loader. The vertical lift path S tackles your lifting and
digging tasks. Bobcat L23 Small Articulated Loader. Bobcat L28 Small Articulated Loader. The
MT mini track loader offers a 1,lb. Compact Excavators. Large Excavators. Bobcat E10 Compact
Excavator. Bobcat E20 Compact Excavator. Bobcat E26 Compact Excavator. Bobcat E32
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Excavator. Bobcat E10 compact mini excavator with zero tail swing working close to the
foundation of a house. The zero tail swing Bobcat E20 is impressive in tight areas. The minimal
tail swing E26 handles big jobs in tight quarters. The powerful E32 features conventional tail
swing and a narrow stance. The conventional tail swing E42 compact excavator offers the
precise performance, comfort and versatility to take on more complex tasks. Bobcat E42
Compact Excavator. The minimal tail swing E50 compact excavator delivers the performance
and comfort features to take productivity to the next level. Bobcat E50 Compact Excavator.
Bobcat E60 Compact Excavator. The conventioanl tail swing E85 is the largest Bobcat excavator
in the R-Series lineup. The minimal tail swing E is the largest Bobcat excavator in the lineup.
Bobcat E Large Excavator. The E large excavator delivers optimized performance for heavy
digging and lifting on the job site. Bobcat CT Compact Tractor. Choose manual or hydrostatic
transmission. Turbo-charged, open-cab hp compact tractor with shift-on-the-fly manual synchro
transmission. Powerful hp compact tractor with an impressive 2,lb. Turbo-charged, hp compact
tractor with electronic hydrostatic transmission and enclosed cab. Turbo-charged, hp compact
tractor with enclosed cab and an electronic hydrostatic transmission. Get more with this
powerful hp compact tractor featuring a 2,lb. Utility Products. Utility Vehicles. Toolcat Utility
Work Machines. Toolcat The diesel engine and tough chassis and suspension make the UV34
the most versatile part of your crew. The UV34XL seats six while boating more ground clearance
and industry-leading payload and towing. Get hard-working performance, gas-engine
convenience and seating for six with the UV34XL. The Toolcat delivers the perfect balance of
power and precision. The capable and versatile Toolcat truly changes the way you work. The V
offers attachment versatility along with excellent reach and high mobility. The V telehandler
delivers increased rated lift capacity and excels at lifting and dumping material. Compact Track
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Technicians. Contact Us. Receive Bobcat emails Sign Up. Oceania English. Middle East and
Africa English. Europe Deutsch. North America English. Latin America English. South and
Southeast Asia English. Service Videos. Compact Loader Service Videos. Select Category.
Select Challenge Category. Log in or Sign up. Heavy Equipment Forums. Thank you for visiting
HeavyEquipmentForums. Our objective is to provide industry professionals a place to gather to
exchange questions, answers and ideas. We welcome you to register using the "Register" icon
at the top of the page. We'd appreciate any help you can offer in spreading the word of our new

site. The more members that join, the bigger resource for all to enjoy. Thank you! Thank you for
joining Heavy Equipment Forums! If you are new to forums we communicate with "Threads",
please search our threads to see if your topic may have already been answered and if not then
click "Post New Thread" in the appropriate forum. This will allow all of our members to see your
question and give you the best chance to be answered. After you've made a number of posts
you will graduate to Full Member status where you'll see a few more privileges. Following these
guidelines will help make this the best resource for heavy equipment on the net. Thanks for
joining us and I hope you enjoy your stay!! Welcome to HeavyEquipmentForums. Does the
machine have foot pedals? Check that your bolts in the handle that the potentiometer pivots on
are aligned and snug. On the handle, if you pull the rubber boot up, you can see an assembly
with a plunger. The bottom is through-bolted to the fixed part of the handle, and the top or
plunger side it boted to the pivoting handle. If the bolts or pivots on the handle are loose or out
of alingnment, you will get your code, because when in neutral, the handle sensor may not be in
what it thinks the neutral should be, and it has to be there on power up for safety. It's
programmed like that so your boom or bucket don't move when you start the engine. Ok many
thanks and yes it's joystick only, when l say no power up l mean nothing at all when turn key
like no ignition , is this normal if the j
grand cherokee 4wd
saturn brake light bulb
2003 audi allroad air suspension
oystick is loose? Just to mention, the very first odd thing l noticed was the 4 in 1 bucket would
open and close much slower than normal then the same day l had to use the main front lights l
have never used them before and the next morning no power up, left it till following day and
power up as normal and used machine for 4 hours without flow to bucket, turned on flow to
bucket and within 15 mins arms start lifting un-commanded no warning lights turn off machine
and turn back on ECS light on error All is well, used it for 5 hours today with bypass feed to
panel and everything is working as should, accept glow plugs light flashing but machine fires
up well without them so wont worry about for the moment, just got hold of a T service manual
but not much info on trouble shooting, Eastcoastmanuals. You must log in or sign up to reply
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